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FOR MORE INFORMATION :
These posters were drawn from detailed case studies in seven
Asian countries which document a broad spectrum of innova-
tive, successful and pro-poor approaches to water supply,
water conservation, wastewater management and public sani-
tation, from which useful lessons can be derived.  All the case
studies, as well as the contact details of the project
implementors, can be downloaded from the ESCAP website
www.unescap.org/pdd/water
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In Barangay Tabok, a crowded and mostly
poor barangay (sub district) in the city of
Mandaue, water had long been a serious
problem.  Residents had to collect water
for drinking, cooking and washing in buck-
ets at overcrowded communal water-
pumps.  Arguments over long waits for
water broke out often and threatened the
peace in the community.  There were also
problems of water-borne diseases due to
the poor quality of this water.

In 1981, an group of residents formed
TARUWAS, a cooperative enterprise set
up to build and manage a proper metered
water supply system in the area, with the
water drawn from deep wells and stored
in elevated tanks being distributed through
a pipe network to individual households.
TARUWAS delivered the water, laid the
main supply lines, managed the system
and collected the monthly fees.  Funding
to build the system came from the cen-
tral government’s Water Sufficiency and
Sanitation Program.  From the start, the
system was managed entirely by the
people themselves, with the barangay
acting only as advisor.

For 13 years the TARUWAS system pro-
vided uninterrupted water to residents.
Then in 1993, two of the deep wells which
supplied the system broke down, and
water distribution stopped.  Without funds
needed to make repairs, the problem re-
mained unresolved.  For two years, resi-
dents were again forced to use the old
shared water pumps, causing serious
tensions within the community.

THE SOLUTION :    In 1995, the Barangay Council understood that they had a serious water crisis
on their hands and decided to step in and take over the operations of the TARUWAS system.  Their first step
was to repair one of the system’s broken deep wells, with funds from the Provincial Government.  Additional
overhead tanks and deep wells were built in 1998, 2004 and 2007, each adding to the system’s capacity to
deliver water to the barangay’s growing population.  By 2007, TARUWAS was supplying clean piped water,
24-hours a day, to 1,043 households - about half the households in the barangay.  The system, which is
managed by a team of 22 paid staff, serves only residents of Barangay Tabok, not industries or businesses.

Since 1995, the monthly water fees have been set by the Barangay Council and calculated to cover the costs
of operating and maintaining the system.  TARUWAS also adopted a progressive tariff structure, in which
people using less water pay lower per-unit rates than those using more, to “socialize” the water supply
system and to encourage water conservation.  Some flexibility is also built into the fee payment systems to
help out poor families who may sometimes have difficulty making their monthly water fee payments.

WHO DID WHAT?
TARUWAS (Tabok Rural Waterworks System, Inc.), a private non-profit corporation, operates, manages,
maintains and expands the water supply system for residents of Barangay Tabok.
The Barangay  is the lawful owner of the TARUWAS system’s infrastructure (deep wells, concrete tanks,
pumps, pipes and land) and allows TARUWAS to use, operate and manage the water supply system for
the benefit of the residents.  The barangay council also contributed to the cost of constructing the system.
The Barangay Captain, who heads the TARUWAS governing board, was instrumental in the success of
the project, shared his experiences with water supply systems and assisted in the construction of water
supply systems in neighboring communities.
Community members sit on the TARUWAS governing board and pay for the operation and expansion of
the water supply system through their monthly water use fees.

WHO PAID?    The total cost of developing, restoring and expanding the TARUWAS system, be-
tween 1981 and 2007, has come to 5 million Pesos (US$ 96,200).  Support for building the first phase came
from the central government’s Water Sufficiency and Sanitation Program, and funds for subsequent repairs
and new construction have come variously from the Provincial Government, from Cebu District’s Country-
wide Development Fund and from profits leftover from the water system’s operation.  Before 1995, TARUWAS
depended totally on government funding from provincial, national and local levels for the construction, devel-
opment and operation of the water system.  Since then, however, TARUWAS has operated entirely from the
water use fees collected from its subscribers.  TARUWAS charges a minimum of 5 pesos per cubic meter of
water, making it one of the cheapest service providers in Mandaue City, where the minimum water charge is
7.5 Pesos per cubic meter.

WHAT CHANGED?   Since the TARUWAS water supply system was launched in 1981, and
restored in 1995, the water being supplied to about half the population of Barangay Tabok has been clean,
potable, reliable and affordable.  The residents’ health has improved, through proper monitoring and safe-
guarding of the quality of water distributed throughout the area.  There are few incidents of conflicts due to
water service any longer, and many fewer instances of water-borne diseases.  The system prevents the
proliferation of artisan wells which tend to deplete the aquifer.  TARUWAS constructs new deep wells only
after careful consideration of the availability of groundwater.

SCALING UP :    The success of the TARUWAS project and the strong sense of community spirit it
has created have been instrumental in its replication in other communities.  Inspired by TARUWAS, local
communities have initiated similar water supply projects in eight other areas within the same district.  These
projects have joined together with TARUWAS to form the Cebu Waterworks Association, with the principal
objective of sharing ideas, technical expertise, management techniques and working together to promote
policies to improve access to water.  Besides its core purpose of supplying clean, affordable water to barangay
residents, the profits generated by the TARUWAS system have funded a variety of community development
projects in the community, including the construction of schools and day-care centers, the paving of roads,
the building of tennis courts, the financing of community fiestas and the purchase of land for public uses.
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